
  

NOTES OF THE HIGHWAYS MEETING HELD AT THE PARISH 

OFFICE ON 27 February 2019 
 
Present:      M.Morley, C.Hurst, D Lander  

Apologies: G Westmacott 
Clerk:        Nicole Webster 

Vistor:       Rosie Taylor TfB 

 

1. The Minutes of the last meeting were agreed and signed.  

 

2.  The Chair thanked R.Taylor, Team Leader Amersham Depot for attending the meeting and 

answering questions. The Committee then reviewed their questions, as follows:- 

What is the policy on repairing cracks in the roads? 

Highways repair cracks of 40mm or above. Gaps or cracks are dealt with like a pothole. The team do 

a small amount of joint sealing because the budget is small. Joint sealing is costly but residents 

perceive it to be of value; the main expense is traffic management.  C.Hurst noted there was ample 

evidence repairs last longer if properly sealed. Cracks in the centre of the road will always fail as this 

is its weakest point. Joint sealing is Bucks is done only on A Roads as part of the capital maintenance 

program, whereas country roads are micro surfaced. 

What is the pothole specification criteria, can they be done in any weather? 

They can be repaired in most weather but if it is wet/snowy there is a make safe repair. It takes on 

average 20 days to respond to a request plus the lead time to perform the work which can be between 

5-28 days. In winter this slips as the same team manage the gritting. TfB uses an 'asset management' 

strategy, a popular idea within the DoT, this looks a width, depth and probability of an accident 

(based on traffic volumes and the defect's location). This has the effect of deprioritisuing rural roads 

which carry less traffic. Roads should be inspected by TfB at least 3x pa. 

Is there anything to stop the Parish Council flattening out passing places? 

Proposals to carry out work on passing places need to be submitted to TfB who hold responsibility for 

the road safety. The main reservation is safety. The Clerk noted we requested a map of the Holtspur 

Lane with its passing places and this was outstanding. LATs 

Since Devon CC use volunteers, do TfB have any similar plans? 

Small road works devolution pilot is underway for 6 months. It was agreed to speak to Gerrards Cross 

which has taken on devolution about their experience of small road works repairs and hiring a 

contractor. Clerk 

The Chancellor has granted £400m to Councils to repair roads. How much has BCC received and 

how does this add to the existing Budget? 

BCC received £4.6m which it has added to its £10m budget. The additional funding is welcome. This 

is being invested in patch and plane repairs. A number of our roads are on the list including Common 

Wood Lane. There followed some discussion of the need to make the roads safe for cyclists as well as 

motorists and this was generally agreed. 

 

M.Morely noted there two complaints to raise:- 

Marrods Bottom - persistent flooding across the road width is an issue. TfB staff recently cleared the 

gully but the material was thrown onto the bank and washed down again. Local resident Mr Cadman 

has suffered tyre damage at the site which has also been reported by other residents. M.Morely noted 

the ditch at the roadside needed clearing to alleviate the flooding and then the gully emptying again. 

The Clerk reported there has been no contact with the local landowner, who agrees the ditch needs to 

be cleared  as a matter of urgency and notes this has been TfB's responsibility for more than 30 years. 

 

Potters Cross - the oil and silt traps were full and silt is clogging the pond and preventing it filling.  

The water is black, polluted and the pond is in poor health. R.Taylor reported the traps should be 

cleared between 4-28th March 2019. M.Morley welcome the news and noted the Council was 

determined to take action if the works was not carried out which could include reporting the matter to 

Environmental Services. Clerk 

M.Morely noted the Council is committed to an annual clearance of the traps. 

C.Hurst asked about the structure at TfB. R.Taylor reports to David Stuart, Network Implementation 

Manager and our LAT Michael Raven reports to R.Taylor, Team Leader Amersham Depot. 

 

3. Road repairs - The list of roada was reviewed:-    

 



Penn 

B474- the stretch from the Red Lion towards Saucy Corner remains the Committee's P1 for repair.  

Forty Green Road - Jet patching is breaking up. The substantial dip before Brindles Lane  - has been 

re-reported as has the the traffic island at the road entrance which needs cleaning and the vegetation 

removing.  C.Hurst noted the dip was dangerous because it is invisible. LATs  

Common Wood Lane - there is a stretch from the 30 sign to the junction with Hazlemere Road which 

has been re-reported. Opposite the entrance to Common Wood the edge of the carriage way is 

breaking down and requires patch and plane repair.  This is a priority for repair and will be patched 

and planed. Clerk 

Beacon Hill - there are some large pot holes, including opposite Thatcher's Field and near Ash 

Cottage. This road is on the jet-patcher list but has not been done. The drainage into the pond requires 

attention. LATs 

Crown Lane - numerous potholes need attention before the annual Fun Run in June. Clerk 

W/Hill 

Gatemoor Lane - this has been reported. LATs 

Fagnall Lane - is in a terrible state. The Clerk reported receiving a number of complaints from 

residents. Clerk 

Horsemoor Lane - is in poor repair - the passing places are awful. Although it was jet-patched in 2017 

the repairs have failed and  patch and plane repairs are now a priority. Clerk 

The Common - the edge of the Common needs granite edging stones to prevent it being eroded. 

Potholes have been reported. 

Drainage Ditch, W/Hill Common - on the capital maintenance program but is unlikely to happen this 

year.  It is pending addition to 2018/19 schemes. LATs have prepared the paperwork and will check 

where it is in then system. LATs 

Knotty Green 

Holtspur Lane -  the passing paces are impassible and the whole road is deteriorating. Patch and plane 

repairs are required. This is a priority for repair. Clerk has requested a Highways map of Holtspur 

Lane but our LAT is off sick Clerk 

Cherry Lane, FG - needs surveying, is increasing in poor repair. 

Penn Street 

School Lane, Penn Street - the pothole outside number 2 has been filled 

 

The list of priority roads for repair was circulated and it was agreed to add Fagnall Lane and to keep 

an advisory watch on New Road, Penn Street. Clerk to check with Mrs I.Darby if the B474 from Red 

Lion to Alfriston School is on the 2019 program for repair. Clerk 

 

4. Footways repairs 

Church Road, Penn  - photographs of the worst sections are required for www.fixmystreet.com. 

Orchard Lodge, Hazlemere Road - there is a metal grid which has a hole in it which requires 

replacing.  

Footway repairs - residents should report footway defects online in the same way as road defects and 

local residents are encouraged to use the online reporting system, www.fixmystreet.com.  

 

5. Gullies  

All A and B roads should be cleared annually, but smaller roads are now on a 3 yearly cleaning cycle. 

But there is still no adequate schedule and there followed some discussion of why it is impossible to 

publish it. There is only one gully machine for the County and any break down prompts a flood of 

complaints, as the schedule slips, this takes staff away from dealing with day to day work which is not 

considered effective. 

 

Council noted BCC's commitment to an annual clean of Potters Cross gullies. M.Morely noted the 

path down to Potters Cross need to improvement to stop silt and leaves being carried into the drain. 

Clerk to email R.Taylor.  The lack of visibility of the Gully program continues to be a matter of 

concern to local Councilors and Cllr I.Darby is aware of the problem.  

 

A list of other blocked gullies was then reviewed:- 

Potters Cross Pond -  we await action Clerk 

Potters Cross kerb weir - needs to be raised 

Elm Road - o/s the Dolls House, on the corner of Church Road East and Elm Road 

Marrods Bottom -  we await action. 

Beacon Hill - an order has been placed to clear all the gullies particularly those which drain into the 

pond. The pipes will be jetted through .LATs 



Disraeli Park - gullies are partially complete but tree routes require clearing. 

Local residents are encouraged to report any other blocked gullies to the Clerk or online at 

www.fixmystreet.com. 

 

It was agreed to prepare a list of blocked gullies and Highways Councilors agreed to survey their own 

areas and report blocked gullies to the Clerk. 

 

5. MVAS Data 

M.Morley reported he would email the MVAS data from Penn Street to the Committee. Mike Morley 

T.Barron will be asked to move the MVAS to Hazlemere, o/s No 11. M.Morely will agree a suitable 

time to set up the MVAS with him. Mike Morley 

 

6. Anti-social parking on Elm Road 
The Clerk is in touch with LAF regarding the Parish's 2019-20 bid for funds. The Committee 

recommended reviewing the scheme once the LAF had reached a decision on our bid. The Clerk 

noted part of the scheme lies within Chepping Wycombe Parish who would need to be approached if 

we proceeded. Discussions with TfB suggest the scheme will cost nearly £16,000 even with the Parish 

undertaking the consultation exercise.  The Committee requested the Clerk to investigate other grant 

funding options. Clerk 

 

7. Verges/hedges needing a regular cutting schedule 

Church Road (bend near Woodbridge Alley) the hedge has been partly cut back but more needs taking 

off either side of Woodbridge Alley, where the hedge sits along the corner at Elm Road. Clerk  

Hazlemere Road - at the corner of New Road and Hazlemere Road the hedge is obstructing the 

pavement. Clerk 

Rays Lane - at the corner with Elm Road. The clerk reported writing to 'Dolphins' to request the 

roadside hedge is cut back.  

Crown Cottages - the roadside hedge is obscuring highways signs and spilling onto and blocking the 

paths round the War Memorial Green. Clerk 

 

8. White Lines 

 

LATs have no control over the lining program other than placing the order.  

 

B474 - these have been refreshed but deteriorated with salt and snow. LATs 

Meadow Walk - junction with Hazlemere Road 

Other areas should be reported to the Clerk. 

 

BCC policy (there is no legal legislation) is to refresh regulatory lines (where upright signs are in 

place) once the lines have faded by 50%. Any other lines, such as centre lines and edge lines, are 

refreshed once they have faded by 75% plus.  TfB do not at present have an inspection regime in 

place for lining so we should report. LAT's have little influence on what gets chosen. The crew waits 

for a group of orders in the same area.  

 

 

9. Signs and posts 

 

30 mph sign, near the Crown public House, Penn - one side has been done but the vegetation near 

Crown Cottages also needs cutting back. Clerk 

Potters Cross - the stop sign lights are not working and have been reported LATs. Advertising signs 

at Potter Cross junction are a hazard as they distract drivers - they will be removed at TFB's request.  

LATs reported that numerous advertising signs had appeared attached to Highways signs, these were 

being removed as soon as they are spotted. New house builders are particular offenders. 

Obscured signs should be reported to the Clerk 

 

10. Damage to verges and kerbs - There is a Development Control Team which deals with damage 

resulting from a development of 3 or more houses.   Otherwise the LATs inspect and talk to the 

contractors.  We should report cases to TfB. 

 

11. Road areas needing a regular sweep by CDC   

CDC have been asked to program a regular sweep of mud and leaves on the road around the gullies in 

the places listed below.   



 

Fagnall Lane 

Marrods Bottom/Fagnall Lane junction 

Whielden Lane near the picnic area. 

The new roadside ‘painted’ footway in FG Road funnel  

Junction of Common Wood Lane and Penn Bottom.   

B474 - requires an annual sweep. 

 

The Clerk was assured by CDC Waste Team that all these places are on a regular schedule at least 

once a month, but this is apparently not the case. (Clerk to monitor) 

 

11. Pavement sweeping -  There is a distinction between wet leaves (Highways) and dry leaves 

(District Council), but Highways have not got the resources and CDC is a better bet.   

Problems should be reported to the Clerk. 

 

12. Sign Cleaning - PPC's local contractor has been tasked to clear roads signs on devolved roads, 

which are obscured by vegetation or unreadable.  

Additional signs should be reported to the Clerk. 

 

14. Street lights -.Hogback Wood Road - Column 4 - was demolished in September by a DPD 

delivery van and we are in touch with the culprit and the company and have made a claim via our 

insurers for the reinstatement of the column, including the cost of capping off and its re-connection. 

Clerk 

 

Cleaning  - our old street lights required cleaning every 2/3 years - it was agreed to take advice from 

CU Phosco on how regularly to clean the new LED models, which point downwards, so may require 

fewer cleans. The first tranche of LED lights were installed in 2014/15 and these will require cleaning 

first.  Clerk 

 

15. Street Works - Rectification works 

Church Road, Penn - this has been rectified. 

 

17. Heritage Signs 

Both signs the one on Elm Road and the one close to Widmer Pond have been removed for repair. The 

contractor Sign Post Restoration has been instructed. M.Morely requested a 3m x 4 inch steep pipe 

from TfB be delivered to the Parish office to mount the heritage sign on, as the old one on Elm Road 

has rotted and this was agreed by R.Taylor. Clerk  

 

18. Weed spraying - it was agreed to approach local contractors for a quote for this year's weed 

spraying. Spraying should be done no later than the second week of April and all the roads should be 

treated over the course of the week, although the work is weather dependent so needs planning in. 

Clerk 

 

Highway Emergency number - 0845 230 2882  


